Learning
Environments
W AT S O N E D U C AT I O N

Watson Education and
Learning Environments
With rapid advancements in technology and unprecedented access to information, students
and education professionals are constantly adapting how and where they work. At Watson, we
create reliable pieces that meet the unique demands of an ever-changing education landscape.

Designed to Inspire, Built to Last
Our pieces create engaging environments that encourage
connection, provide necessary access to technology,
and support a diverse range of learning and working
styles. Our timeless designs are built to last and utilize
durable, environmentally responsible materials and
manufacturing processes.
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Communal Spaces
Shared areas, from cafés and transition zones to collaborative spaces, are an
integral part of the education landscape. They inform the learning experience by
supporting social interaction, personal and peer learning, and recuperation.

Collaborative and Flex Areas
Create areas where groups thrive
and that easily adapt to support
individual, head-down work.
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Integrating Technology
By creating pieces that support
rapidly evolving technology and
devices, individuals are equipped
with the tools they need to thrive in a
modern learning setting.

Café and
Transition
Encourage students to gather, play, and rejuvenate with
pieces that feel dynamic and inviting. Create opportunities
for spontaneous interactions by utilizing pieces that shine in
transition areas like thoroughfares and outside resource rooms.
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ACTIVE LEARNING

Classrooms

Access to Power
Students are constantly on the move and utilize
devices for learning and notetaking more than ever so make recharging easy by providing power access.

Encourage cooperative learning opportunities that
inspire student collaboration and peer teaching.
Easily reconfigure a layout for small group activities
or for a traditional lecture setting.
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ACTIVE LEARNING

Libraries
A staple of the education landscape, libraries should evolve to
support the needs of today's students and faculty members.
Provide areas for social learning, discovery, and focused
concentration that thoughtfully integrate technology and lets
students and faculty control their experience.

Finishes That Reflect Your Values
Color and material help define spaces that
express your institution's values. Watson offers
an expansive finish palette to help showcase
that identity in a thoughtful, intentional way.
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Faculty and Admin
Today's faculty and administrative workspaces need to
support multiple work modes, from private offices to reception
and shared resource rooms. Maximize your available footprint
by utilizing smart worksurfaces and storage solutions that will
help keep spaces organized and inviting.

Storage
Storage is necessary at an individual and public level and is utilized
across a variety of spaces. From lockers for individual use to resource
and technology storage, we have thoughtful solutions that help
students and faculty stay organized and focused on the task at hand.
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Thoughtful.
Durable.
Responsible.
Watson marries thoughtful, humancentered design, durable construction,
and environmentally responsible materials
and processes to create beautiful pieces
that serve the needs of modern learning
environments. Our pieces will stand the test
of time to provide an inviting, reliable space
for today and tomorrow's learners.
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